[Cryoprotection of compatible-solutes for Methanolobus psychrophilus R15].
Methanolobus psychrophilus R15, isolated from the Zogei wetland at Tibetan plateau, is a cold-active methanogenic archaeon growing from 0 to 30 degrees C and optimally at 18 degrees C. R15 grew in the NaCl concentrations ranging from 5 to 800 mmol/L. This study aimed to find compatible solutes that can improve the growth of R15 at cold, and the possible function as cryoprotectant. Using LC-MC we determined the accumulated substances in the R15 cells growing at lower temperatures, as well as in the cold-shocked cells; by supplementing the accumulated substances and the chemicals known as the bacterial compatible solutes in the R15 culture, we detected their functions of assisting the cold-growth of R15; by adding the detected compatible solutes into the glutamate dehydrogenase (GDH), we determined the enzymatic stabilities at lower temperatures. Choline and betaine were accumulated both in the 4 degrees C-cultured and 4 degrees C -shocked 30 degrees C culture of R15. It was determined that choline, betaine, glycine, carnitine, acetoin and ectoine all improved the growth of R15 at cold. Choline, betaine and glycine could enhance the stability of GDH at low temperature. Some compatible solutes can act as the cryoprotectant for methanogenic archaea, which expands our knowledge of the physiological functions of the compatible solutes.